
What is Quantum Leap?

QUANTUM
LEAP

Enlight and Enhance Your 
Emotional Intelligence

One - day program: 
Essentials

For Leaders and 
Entrepreneurs

It is an unique offer based on an
innovative approach to discover 
and develop leader’s emotional

intelligence. The program
 will provide you with an unforgettable

authentic experience to enlighten
your emotional intelligence as a

leader, and with insights and 
tools to enhance it further.

Quantum Leap is 

Unique Synergy of:

Horse assisted learning and  EI models 

Out of the comfort zone experience  

Rich of tools program and flexibility 

Expertise and experience of the 

       based on solid research

       and business consultancy

       to address your goals

       multicultural facilitators' team



Tools and 

Take-Aways

Batch of experiential exercises
Workshop handouts
Team games and group discussions
Coaching and consultancy
Pictures, videos, and certificate
The assessment report and debrief 

         To support your development journey
                   we will provide you with:

       (optional)

Where Could you 

Apply Your Insights 

and Learnings?

We have designed the Quantum Leap to
support your genuine leadership so that

you stand out from the crowd. We believe
you will apply your insights and learnings for

managing with both IQ and EQ, for focus
and self-awareness, for healthy human
relations, for influencing and engaging
others, for building trust, and for your

continuous development.

Who will Benefit 

from this Program?

The program is EI challenge for C-level
leaders, entrepreneurs and team leaders.

The  program modules and topics 
are selected accordingly. 

 
Do you need a challenge  designed 

for your team?

Contact us for information.



Quantum Leap Your

 Leadership Emotional

 Intelligence

Dr. Diliana Docheva, Management consultant 

Daphne Hamann, Certified & qualified Horse 

Kadal Bouakil, certified Horse assisted Coach 

       and Genos emotional intelligence Master                
       trainer (LinkedIn)

       assisted Coach (LinkedIn)

       and Consultant for International business 
       development (LinkedIn)

Place: Bansko
Price: 399 Euro

 All materials, Insurance,
 coffee-breaks and lunch are included. 

Group: up to 6 participants
Date: please check the scheduled days
(Welcome drink is in the evening on the 

day before the event)
Language: the program is available in

English and Bulgarian

Contact us for details: 
office@docheva.com, 

088 2345 521
info@khrisallis.com

087 629 56 11

Empowered by:

Your Facilitators

https://www.linkedin.com/in/diliana-docheva-phd-3818675/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daphne-hamann-979b40168/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abdelkader-bouakil-020b3a116/

